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ABSTRACT
The popularity of 360◦ videos has grown rapidly due to the im-
mersive user experience. 360◦ videos are displayed as a panorama
and the view automatically adapts with the head movement. Exist-
ing systems stream 360◦ videos in a similar way as regular videos,
where all data of the panoramic view is transmitted. This is wasteful
since a user only views a small portion of the 360◦ view. To save
bandwidth, recent works propose the tile-based streaming, which di-
vides the panoramic view to multiple smaller sized tiles and streams
only the tiles within a user’s field of view (FoV) predicted based
on the recent head position. Interestingly, the tile-based stream-
ing has only been simulated or implemented on desktops. We find
that it cannot run in real-time even on the latest smartphone (e.g.,
Samsung S7, Samsung S8 and Huawei Mate 9) due to hardware and
software limitations. Moreover, it results in significant video qual-
ity degradation due to head movement prediction error, which is
hard to avoid. Motivated by these observations, we develop a novel
tile-based layered approach to stream 360◦ content on smartphones
to avoid bandwidth wastage while maintaining high video qual-
ity. Through real system experiments, we show our approach can
achieve up to 69% improvement in user QoE and 49% in bandwidth
savings over existing approaches. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first 360◦ streaming framework that takes into account
the practical limitations of Android based smartphones.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Motivation: Video traffic has increased at an unprecedented rate
due to the popularity of video sharing websites and social media
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channels like YouTube and Facebook. For example, Cisco [6] es-
timates video traffic will constitute 82% of all consumer Internet
traffic by 2021. A significant recent advance in video technology is
Virtual Reality (VR) or 360◦ videos. It provides panoramic views to
gives an immersive experience. VR content can be viewed through
dedicated headsets, such as Oculus [16] and HTC Vive [13]. Users
can also experience VR by placing smartphones in headsets like
Google Cardboard [8] and Samsung Gear VR [17]. This is called mo-
bile VR. Mobile VR is expected to dominate the VR market, which
is expected to grow up to 25 billion USD by 2021 [19].

To watch a 360◦ video, a user wears a headset that blocks out-
side view so the user focuses only on what is being displayed on
the smartphone or VR headset. 360◦ videos are shot using omni-
directional cameras or multiple cameras where the collected images
are stitched together. The resulting effect of either approach is a
video consisting of spherical images. While watching a 360◦ video,
a user views a defined portion of the whole image, usually it is
110◦ along the X-axis and 90◦ along the Y-axis. This user’s view is
termed as Field-of-View (FoV). The view automatically adapts with
the user’s head movement. As user moves his head along any of
the X, Y, or Z axis, the video player automatically updates the FoV.

Challenges: 360◦ videos are streamed in a similar way as regular
videos. A short duration of data, typically 1-2 seconds, is requested
by the client. However, 360◦ videos have much higher bit rates
because spherical images of 360◦ videos contain more pixels and
higher fidelity in order to provide a good viewing experience when
being watched from a close distance. Typical resolution is 4K - 8K.
Streaming all pixels in 360◦ videos is wasteful since the user only
views a small portion of the video due to the limited FoV. Moreover,
streaming all pixels also create significant burden for a smartphone,
which has limited storage, computation resources and power.

One recent approach [39] tailored for 360◦ videos is the tile-based
streaming. In this approach, each 360◦ frame is divided into smaller
sized non-overlapping rectangular regions called tiles. Each tile can
be decoded independently. The client requests those tiles that are
expected to be in FoV using head movement prediction techniques.
This reduces the decoding and bandwidth usage at the receiver.
However, whenever there is a prediction error, the user either sees
some portion of the screen to be blank or experiences rebuffering
due to missing data. This can severely degrade the user QoE. More-
over, these works explore tile-based streaming either in simulation
or in desktop implementation but not on smartphones. We observed
in our experiments that 8K 360◦ videos (which are widely available
on video websites like YouTube) streamed using either regular or
tile-based streaming technique cannot be decoded and displayed
to user in time due to resource constraints in smartphones. This
limitation primarily stems from how the video data is encoded.
Encoding produces independently decodable data segments that
are very rich in data, so decoding them takes long time.
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Our approach:Wefirst investigate the limitations of Android hard-
ware in decoding and displaying high resolution videos like 8K. We
are interested in knowing how many concurrent threads for decod-
ing can be instantiated. We then look into popular media codecs
available on Android to understand why certain media codecs are
better than others for tile-based streaming. We observe that H.264,
which is the most widely used media codec nowadays is ill-suited
for streaming 360◦ video content. So we use HEVC to implement
tile-based streaming since it already has a built-in tiling scheme to
encode video data.

Based on our observations, we design a novel tile-based layered
encoding framework Rubiks for 360◦ videos. We exploit spatial and
temporal characteristics of 360◦ videos for encoding. Our approach
splits the 360◦ video spatially into tiles and temporally into layers.
The client runs an optimization routine to determine the video
data that needs to be fetched to optimize user QoE. Using this
encoding approach, we can send the video portions that have a high
probability of viewing at a higher quality and the portion that has
a lower probability of viewing at a lower quality. By controlling the
amount of data sent, the data can be decoded without rebuffering.
Rubiks can save significant bandwidth while maximizing the user’s
QoE and decoding the video in a timely manner. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work that develops a practical streaming
framework for 360◦ videos to explicitly account for the resource
limitations in smartphones and head movement prediction error.

We implement our framework as an Android application. We
use this app and a simple server to test our implementation. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows.
• Using real measurements, we identify hardware and software
constraints in supporting the tile-based streaming for high
resolution 360◦ videos on smartphones.
• We develop a novel tile-based layered coding that exploits
spatial and temporal characteristics of 360◦ videos to re-
duce the decoding overhead while saving bandwidth and
accommodating head movement prediction error.
• We implement our idea as an app and show it can improve
user QoE by 69% and save bandwidth by 35% over existing
approaches for 4K videos. It provides 36% improvement in
QoE and 49% in bandwidth savings for 8K videos.

Paper outline:We first provide background on 360 videos in Sec. 2.
In Sec. 3, we use our measurements to identify the limitations of
the existing tile-based video coding. We describe our approach in
Sec. 4, and present system design in Sec. 5. We evaluate our system
in Sec. 6. We review related work in Sec. 7 and conclude in Sec. 8.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Existing Streaming Framework
DASH [42] is widely used for video streaming over the Internet due
to its simplicity and compatibility with the existing CDN servers.
In this framework, a video is divided into multiple chunks with
an equal play duration (e.g., a few seconds). A 360◦ video chunk is
spatially divided into equal size portions, called tiles, generally 15-40
tiles [26]. Each tile is encoded independently with a few bitrates.

In tile based streaming frameworks, the client only requests
for a subset of tiles according to head prediction and throughput
estimation. Due to independent encoding, the client can still decode
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Figure 1: Architecture of Existing 360◦ Streaming Systems

that tile subset successfully. The client constructs the 360◦ frame
based on decoded the tiles and displays the FoV on the screen.

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of existing 360◦ video streaming
systems like YouTube and Facebook. The user sends video requests
to the video server. In the request, the user has to specify which
video segment and which bitrate to request. In tile based streaming
frameworks, the user also needs to specify the tiles to request.
The video server transmits the 360◦ video data to the user that is
connected to the Internet via WiFi access points. The user uses a
mobile VR headset to watch 360◦ videos. After receiving the 360◦
video data, the smartphone displays the video content within the
FoV, which is determined by the head orientation. The performance
of existing 360◦ streaming systems can be affected by multiple
factors, including smartphone computational resources, network
throughput, user head movement prediction.

2.2 H.264 and HEVC Codecs
H.264 [9] is an industry standard for video compression. Frames
are encoded at the macroblock level. A typical macroblock size is
16 × 16 pixels. H.264 uses motion prediction to reduce the size of
encoded data. As frames within a chunk of a few seconds are highly
correlated in temporal domain, this greatly reduces the data size.
HEVC [10] is an advanced extension of H.264. It divides a video
frame into independent rectangular regions. Each region can be
encoded independently. A region is essentially a tile used in tile
based streaming framework. Each region is encoded at a 64 × 64
Coding Tree Unit (CTU) level. Due to the larger block size in HEVC,
it achieves higher compression than H.264.

HEVC is more suitable for tile based streaming approaches. All
tiles in HEVC are contained in a single encoded video file and can
be decoded in parallel using one decoder instance. The video file is
still decodable even if we remove some tiles. However, H.264 has
to encode tiles into separate video files. If user requests multiple
tiles, H.264 needs to decode multiple video files. The smartphone
only allows a small number concurrent video decoders (e.g., 4 de-
coders on Samsung S7 and Huawei Mate 9), which is explained in
Sec. 3. When the number of video files is greater than the number
of concurrent hardware decoders, some video files will have to be
decoded one after another, which results in longer decoding delay.
Therefore, H.264 is not scalable for tile based streaming. Even for
HEVC, our measurement results in Sec. 3 show that HEVC can not
decode all video tiles in real time for 8K videos. Thus, it is neces-
sary to explore how we can avoid sending all video tiles without
significant video quality degradation.

2.3 Scalable Video Coding
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [24] is an extension of H.264. It is a
layered scheme where a high quality video bit stream is composed
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of lower quality subset bit streams. A subset bit stream is obtained
by removing some data from higher quality bit stream such that it
can be played albeit at a lower spatial and/or temporal resolution.
SVC can potentially save bandwidth for tile based streaming by
adapting the video quality for each tile based on the likelihood of
viewing these tiles. However, currently Android does not support
this extension [5].

3 MOTIVATION
In this section, we perform extensive measurements to understand
the performance of existing 360◦ video streaming approaches on
Samsung S7. We identify several significant limitations of the exist-
ing approaches and leverage these insights to develop a practical
tile based streaming tailored for smartphones. First, we introduce
media codecs available in Android.

3.1 Real-Time Media Codecs
There are twomain options for decoding videos onAndroid:ffmpeg-
android andMediaCodec.
ffmpeg-android: This version of ffmpeg is tailored for Android
and is completely based on software. While ffmpeg supports an
unlimited number of threads, they cannot decode videos in real
time on smartphones because ffmpeg cannot perform hardware
decoding [18]. Instead, it decodes everything in software, which
is very slow. For example, decoding a 1-second video chunk with
resolution 3840 × 1920 and 4 tiles takes more than 3 sec, which
causes long rebuffering time.
MediaCodec: Android provides MediaCodec class for developers
to encode/decode video data. It can access low-level multimedia in-
frastructure like hardware decoders, which decode the video much
faster than ffmpeg-android. First, the decoder is set up based on
the video format, such as H.264 or HEVC. Setting up the decoder
enables access to the input and output buffers for the correspond-
ing codec. The data that needs to be decoded is pushed into the
input buffers and the decoded data is collected from the output
buffers. MediaCodec is the best option for video decoding on An-
droid as it uses dedicated hardware resources. For HEVC decoder
of MediaCodec, decoding a 1-second video chunk with resolution
3840 × 1920 and 36 tiles takes around 0.5 sec.
Observation: Only hardware-accelerated media codec can support
real-time decoding.

3.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches
We focus on MediaCodec as ffmpeg-android is infeasible for real-
time decoding. We use the following baselines in our analysis: (i)
YouTube [48], which streams all data belonging to the whole 360◦
frames to the client, (ii) Naive Tile-Based, which divides 360◦ frames
into 4 tiles and streams all tiles to the client, (iii) FoV-only [39], which
divides the video into 36 tiles and only streams the tiles predicted
to be in user’s FoV. (iv) FoV+ [23], which divides the video into
36 tiles and streams data in both FoV and the surrounding region,
where the surrounding region is selected based on the estimated
prediction error of FoV: if the estimated head movement prediction
error is ϵ along X axis, it extends the FoV width at both sides of the
X axis by ϵ ; similarly for the Y axis. We quantify the performance
using three metrics: (i) Decoding Time, (ii) Bandwidth Savings, and
(iii) Video Quality.

In our experiments, we useHEVC as the decoder. Recentmeasure-
ment [48] finds that existing 360◦ streaming systems (e.g.YouTube
and Oculus) stream the entire 360◦ frames. H.264 can only decode
one tile from an input video file, while HEVC can include multiple
video tiles in the input file and decode them in parallel. Due to
limited number of concurrent hardware decoders on smartphones,
H.264 has to decode some tiles serially when decoding multiple
video tiles. HEVC has faster decoding speed in tile based stream-
ing frameworks than H.264 since it can decode all requested video
tiles in parallel. Our baseline YouTube follows the existing 360◦
streaming systems to stream the entire 360◦ frames and uses a faster
decoder available on smartphones.

3.2.1 Decoding Time. The feasibility of current approaches in
streaming high quality 360◦ videos depends on whether they can
decode the data and display it in time. To answer this question,
we decode 4K and 8K videos for both YouTube and Naive Tile-
Based approaches on smartphone. The input videos have frame rate
of 30fps and 30 chunks each, where each video chunk contains 1
second video. We run our experiments 5 times for the same video.
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Figure 2: Decoding time and bandwidth savings.

The YouTube approach directly encodes the entire 360◦ chunk
into a single tile. The Naive Tile-Based approach divides each 360◦
frame into 4 video tiles, and encodes them into independent video
files. We run 4 video decoders simultaneously to decode video
tiles in parallel. We only show the results of the Naive Tile-Based
approach for 4 tiles, since this gives the best performance and
further increasing the number of tiles can only be slower since only
up to 4 decoding threads can run in parallel.

We first measure the decoding time of 4K 360◦ videos. The res-
olution of the test video is 3840 × 1920. Fig. 2(a) shows that both
YouTube and Naive Tile-Based approaches can decode a 4K video
chunk in 0.55 seconds on average. So 4K videos can be decoded
and displayed in time.

Next, we measure the decoding time of 8K 360◦ videos. The
resolution of the test video is 7680 × 3840. Fig. 2(a) shows the
average decoding time of each chunk. YouTube needs 1.4 sec on
average to decode one chunk, which results in rebuffering since
decoding speed cannot catch up with the playback speed. The Naive
Tile-Based approach needs 1.3 sec on average to decode one chunk.
It speeds up decoding by utilizing parallel threads. However, it is
still insufficient to support real-time decoding for 8K videos. Using
parallel threads cannot reduce the amount of data to read from the
video decoder output buffers, which limits the performance gain
from parallel threads.
Observation: Traditional decoding and existing tile-based decoding
cannot support 8K or higher video resolution.
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3.2.2 Bandwidth Savings. YouTube wastes lots of bandwidth
because it streams the entire frames while a user views only a
small portion. FoV-only and FoV+ can save bandwidth. Fig. 2(b)
shows the bandwidth savings of FoV-only and FoV+ compared with
YouTube. We test the bandwidth savings of the same video and 10
different head movement traces. For FoV-only, we use the oracle
head movement, calculated from gyroscope readings, to estimate
the maximum possible bandwidth savings. The video bitrate is set
to a constant value for all chunks and approaches. The tiles with
high motion have larger size than those with smaller motion. If a
user views the tiles with larger motion, bandwidth saving is less.
Since users have different viewing behaviors, we observe different
bandwidth savings across headmovement traces. FoV-only approach
can save bandwidth by up to 80% but may incur significantly video
quality degradation due to prediction error. FoV+ approach saves
18% less bandwidth than FoV-only approach, but incurs smaller
degradation in video quality.
Observation: Due to the limited FoV, significant amount of band-
width can be saved.

3.2.3 Video Quality. To save bandwidth, the tiles outside the
predicted FoV are not streamed in the FoV-only approach. We use
linear regression to predict head movement. As explained in Sec. 6,
our predictor uses the head movement in the past 1-second window
to predict head movement for the future 2-second window. When
the head prediction has large error, the user sees blank areas. This
results in a very poor viewing experience. In the FoV+ approach, ad-
ditional tiles are streamed to account for head movement prediction
error, but this error estimation itself can be inaccurate.
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Figure 3: Video quality of existing approaches

We quantify the video quality using SSIM [45], defined as the
structural difference between streamed and original user’s FoV.
Fig. 3(a) shows the SSIM for 10 different head movement traces
and an example 4K video. The video bitrate is set to the highest
value in our experiments. YouTube can always achieve SSIM close
to 1, while the average SSIM of FoV-only and FoV+ are only 0.77 and
0.87, respectively. The average prediction error along the X axis
and Y axis for the test head movement traces is 30 and 9 degrees,
respectively. On average, our headmovement traces have prediction
error larger than 50◦ (or 10◦) along theX axis (or Y axis) for around

20% of time. In the FoV-only approach, we observe that 20% chunks
have 23% blank areas on average along the X axis and 18% along
the Y axis. By including extra tiles, the FoV+ approach can reduce
blank areas along the X axis to 14% and along the Y axis to 11% on
average. Thus, sending extra data can still not avoid blank areas
since the head movement prediction error is unpredictable, as well.
Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show one example head movement trace
and its corresponding prediction error. We can observe that when
head moves quickly, the prediction error goes up significantly. For
example, the prediction error for the X axis increases to 100 degrees
at time 22 sec and that for Y axis increases to 40 degrees at time 12
sec. We find that fast head movement mainly happens when the
user randomly explores different scenes in the video or follows an
interesting fast-moving object.
Observation: Streaming a few extra tiles is not robust enough to
head movement prediction error.

3.3 Insights From Existing Approaches
Video 
Quality

Bandwidth 
Savings

Decoding 
Speed

YouTube

FoV only

FoV+

Optimal

Rubiks

Figure 4: Design Space of Streaming Algorithms
Figure 4 summarizes the existing algorithms. YouTube achieves

the highest video quality but at the expense of bandwidth and
decoding speed. FoV-only and FoV+ save bandwidth and increase
decoding speed, but suffer from degraded video quality. A desir-
able algorithm should simultaneously optimize all three metrics:
bandwidth saving, decoding speed, and video quality.

An important design decision is how to encode 360◦ videos to
optimize these three metrics. Such a scheme should (i) adapt the
data to stream based on the FoV to save bandwidth, (ii) support fast
decoding using a limited number of threads, and (iii) tolerate signif-
icant head movement prediction error. (i) suggests tile-like scheme
is desirable. (ii) suggests we do not have the luxury to allocate a tile
to each decoding thread, but should have a different task-to-thread
assignment. (iii) suggests we should still stream entire video frames
albeit at a lower resolution in case of unpredictable head movement.

4 OUR APPROACH
We propose a novel encoding framework for 360◦ videos to simul-
taneously optimize bandwidth saving, decoding time, and video
quality. Each video chunk is divided spatially into tiles and tempo-
rally into layers. The two dimensional splitting allows us to achieve
the following two major benefits.
• We can stream different video portions at different bitrates
and with different numbers of layers. The video portions
with a high probability of viewing are streamed at a higher
quality. The ones with a lower chance of viewing are sent at
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a lower quality instead of not sending them at all. This allows
us to save network bandwidth while improving robustness
against head movement prediction error.
• Bymanaging the amount of data sent for tiles, we can control
the decoding time. In 8K videos, we can not decode all tiles
in time due to hardware constraints, so we can selectively
send tiles with less viewing chance to improve efficiency.

The performance of 360◦ video streaming is determined by video
coding and video rate adaptation. Below we examine them in turn.

4.1 Video Encoding
We propose a tile-based layered video encoding scheme. A 360◦
video chunk is spatially divided into tiles, which are further tem-
porally split into layers. We utilize redundant I-Frames to remove
encoding overhead due to layering.
Spatial Splitting: As shown in Fig. 5, in spatial domain, each 360◦
frame can be divided into multiple equal-size regions, called tiles.
These tiles are encoded independently so that each tile can be
decoded individually. Each tile is encoded at several bitrates for a
client to control the quality of the tiles.
Temporal Splitting: Each tile consists of N frames distributed
acrossM layers. The base layer includes the first of everyM frames,
the second layer includes the second of every M frames, and so
on. For example, for a video chunk consisting of 16 frames, frames
1, 5, 9, 13 form the base layer; frames 2, 6, 10, 14 form the second
layer; frames 3, 7, 11, 15 form the third layer; and frames 4, 8, 12,
16 form the fourth layer. Fig. 5 shows how temporal splitting is
applied to each tile. We consider the highlighted tile. Each tile can
be decomposed intoM layers by distributing N frames as described
above. nt l denotes t-th tile at the l-th layer. This is the granularity
at which we encode video data.

Figure 5: Spatial and temporal splitting of 360◦ chunk

Reducing Encoding Overhead: In an encoded video file, the first
frame is encoded as an I-frame, which is decoded independently
and is large in size. The subsequent frames are encoded as B-frames
or P-frames, which reference neighboring frames to significantly
reduce the frame size. We generate M independently decodable
video files corresponding to M layers of each chunk, and each
layer has a separate I-frame. In comparison, the YouTube approach
generates a single I-frame since it encodes all data in a single file.

To eliminate this coding overhead, we remove the I-frames from
the enhancement layers as follow. We insert the first frame from the
base layer to the beginning of each enhancement layer. After encod-
ing, the I-frame from each enhancement layer can be removed since
it is the same as the first frame in the base layer. When decoding
video, we just need to copy the I-frame from the base layer to the

beginning of each encoded enhancement layer, thereby reducing
video size by removing the redundant I-frames.

4.2 360◦ Video Rate Adaptation
Despite significant work on rate adaptation, the 360◦ video rate
adaptation is a new and under-explored topic. Unlike the traditional
rate adaptation, where the user views the entire frame, a user only
views a small portion of 360◦ videos. Therefore, the high-level
problem is to select which portion to stream and at what rate to
maximize the user QoE. This is challenging because of unpredictable
head movement. We use an Model Predictive Control (MPC) based
framework [47] which is efficient to optimize the user QoE even if
network throughput fluctuation is unpredictable. Our optimization
takes the following inputs: predicted FoV center, estimated FoV
center prediction error, predicted throughput and buffer occupancy.
It outputs the number of tiles in each layer and the bitrate of each
tile. We first introduce our MPC framework, and then describe how
to compute each term in the optimization objective.

4.2.1 MPC-based Optimization Framework. To handle random
throughput fluctuation, our optimization framework optimizes the
QoE of multiple chunks in a future time window. Given the pre-
dicted network throughput during the next w video chunks, it
optimizes the QoE of thesew video chunks. The QoE is a function
of the bitrate, the number of tiles to download for each layer, and
the FoV. This function can be formulated as follow:

max
(ri ,ei ),i ∈[t,t+w−1]

i=t+w−1∑
i=t

QoEi (ri ,ei ,ci ) (1)

where QoEi denotes the QoE of chunk i ,w denotes the optimization
window size, ri denotes the bitrate of tiles to download for chunk
i , ei is a tuple whose element e ji denotes the number of tiles to
download for the j-th layer in the i-th chunk. Since a user’s FoV
varies across frames in a chunk, we explicitly take that into account
by computing the QoE based on cki = (xki ,y

k
i ), which denotes the

X and Y coordinates of the FoV center of frame k in chunk i . We
search (ri ,ei ) that maximizes the objective within the optimization
window, and then request the data for chunk t according to the
optimal solution. In the next interval, we move the optimization
window forward to [t + 1, t +w] to optimize the next chunk t + 1.

4.2.2 User QoE. Next, we define the user QoEmetric. It is widely
recognized that the user perceived QoE for a video chunk is deter-
mined by the following factors: video quality, quality changes, and
rebuffering time [36, 43, 47].

Video quality: Each video chunk has K frames. The quality of
frame k in chunk i is a function of bitrate ri , number of tiles to
download ei , and the FoV center cki , We let h(ri ,ei , cki ) denote the
video quality. By averaging quality across all frames in the current
chunk, we get the quality of chunk i as follow:

f1 (ri ,ei ,ci ) =
1
K

K∑
k=1

h(ri ,ei , c
k
i ) (2)

Note that different frames may have different FoV, so their quality
is determined by their corresponding FoV center cki .
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Quality changes: The video quality changes between two consec-
utive chunks is defined as

f2 (ri , ri−1,ei ,ei−1,ci ,ci−1) =

| f1 (ri ,ei ,ci ) − f1 (ri−1,ei−1,ci−1) | (3)

where (ri ,ei ) and (ri−1,ei−1) represent the bitrates and numbers
of tiles to download for chunk i and chunk i − 1, respectively.

Rebuffering: To compute the rebuffering time, we observe that the
chunk size depends on the bitrate and the set of tiles downloaded.
Let vi (ri ,ei ) denote the chunk size. We start requesting the next
chunk after the previous chunk has been completely downloaded.
The buffer occupancy has a unit of second. Let Bi denotes the
buffer occupancy at the time of requesting chunk i . Each chunk
contains L-second video data. LetWi denote the predicted network
throughput of downloading chunk i . Then, the buffer occupancy
when requesting chunk i + 1 can be calculated as:

Bi+1 = max(Bi −
vi (ri ,ei )

Wi
, 0) + L (4)

The first term indicates that we play vi (ri ,ei )
Wi

sec video data while
downloading chunk i . Afterwards, L-sec video data will be added
to the buffer. The rebuffering time of chunk i is

f3 (ri ,ei ) = max(
vi (ri ,ei )

Wi
− Bi , 0) +max(τi − L, 0) (5)

where τi denotes the decoding time of chunk i and is derived from
our measurement. The first term denotes the rebuffering time in-
curred due to slow downloading and the second term denotes the
rebuffering time incurred due to slow decoding. The expression
considers the fact that the chunk i’s decoding starts after finishing
playing out everything ahead of the chunk. Note that we can start
playing a chunk even if it is only partially decoded.

Putting them together, we compute the QoE of chunk i as follow:

QoEi (ri ,ei ,ci ) = α f1 (ri ,ei ,ci )

−β f2 (ri , ri−1,ei ,ei−1,ci ,ci−1) − γ f3 (ri ,ei ) (6)

where α , β and γ are weights of video quality, quality changes and
rebuffering, respectively. The latter two terms are negative since
we want to minimize them.

4.2.3 Estimate Video Quality. The first and second terms in the
user QoE are determined by the video quality. To support efficient
optimization, we need to quickly compute the video quality for
a given streaming strategy. That is, for a given FoV, we need to
determine the video quality of streaming a selected set of tiles in
all layers and bitrates.
VideoQualityMetric Approximation: In our optimization prob-
lem, we need to estimate the video quality of the predicted FoV.
Exactly computing video quality metrics for all paths in the op-
timization problem is too expensive. Moreover, since user head
movement is not known in advance, computing video quality of-
fline requires computing for all possible FoV, which is also too
expensive. We develop an efficient scheme to approximate video
quality metric.

Before we introduce our algorithm, first we describe how video
is constructed from various layers. For each tile, we extract the data
from all layers associated with the tile. As described in Section 4.1,
we divide videos temporally into layers and a layer j corresponds

to the j-th frame in every 4 frames. Therefore, given a tile that
has k layers, we put the downloaded tiles for these k layers at the
corresponding positions and add the missing frame by duplicating
the last received layer. For example, if a tile only has a base layer,
we duplicate the base layer 3 times for every group of 4 frames. If a
tile has the first 3 layers, we use the data from the layers 1, 2 and 3
to form the first three frames and duplicate the third frame to form
the frame 4 every group. According to the above video construction,
we derive the following metric based on the observation that there
exists a strong correlation between video quality and bitrate. This
indicates an opportunity of using video bitrate for optimization.
Quantization parameter (QP) [11] is used by HEVC to control video
bitrate. A larger quantization indicates a lower bitrate. The quality
of frame k in chunk i , denoted as h(ri ,ei , cki ), is defined as follow:

h(ri ,ei , c
k
i ) =

1
|FoV (cki ,ei ) |

∑
l ∈FoV (cki ,ei )

q(r li ,ei ) (7)

where FoV (cki ,ei ) denotes the set of tiles within the FoV cen-
tered at cki and q(r li ,ei ) represents the quality of tile l in the FoV.
h(ri ,ei , c

k
i ) averages the quality over all tiles in the FoV and the

quality of each tile is determined by the number of layers streamed
for the tile and the data rate it is streamed at.
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Figure 6: Correlation between video quality and bitrate.
For the tiles in the predicted FoV, they have the highest proba-

bilities of being viewed. Therefore, we stream all layers of the tiles
in the predicted FoV, and evaluate q(r li ,ei ) assuming 4 layers.

We study the correlation between r li and SSIM. We set r li to
different QP values and the number of layers is set to 4. The input
video is divided into 36 tiles. We set the FoV center to the center
of video tiles to calculate the video quality under 36 different FoVs.
FoV quality is the average SSIM of the same FoV across all video
chunks. Fig. 6 shows the correlation between average FoV qual-
ity and QP for both 4K and 8K videos. We observe that average
FoV quality decreases linearly with the normalized video QP. The
average correlation coefficient among all test videos is 0.98. We
approximate FoV quality using −0.004 × QP + b. From Fig. 6, we
can see that the value of b varies across different videos. However,
b remains constant for all chunks of the same video. We set b to
0 since removing a constant in object function does not affect the
optimization solution.

4.2.4 Decoding Time. The third term in the user QoE is the
rebuffering time, which is affected by both the downloading time
and decoding time. Existing rate adaptation scheme ignores the
decoding time and only uses the downloading time to determine the
rebuffering time. This is acceptable for regular videos with much
fewer pixels and fast desktops. But decoding time for 360◦ videos
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on smartphones can be significant and sometimes exceed the down-
loading time. Therefore it is important to estimate the decoding
time for different streaming strategies to support optimization.

Decoding time depends on the number of tiles in each layer.
Moreover, there is also variation in decoding time even when de-
coding the same tile configuration due to other competing apps on
a smartphone. We model this decoding time and take into account
the variation.

To model the decoding time, we measure the decoding time for 8
videos by varying the bitrate and the number of tiles in each layer.
We decode each configuration 3 times and record the results. As we
have 4 threads, so each measurement has 4 decoding time values
and the overall decoding time is dictated by the thread that takes
the longest time. Each thread decodes one layer. An underlying
assumption here is that all decoding threads start at the same time.
We observe that there is not a significant variation in the start time
of these threads, so this assumption works well in practice.

We implement a simple table lookup for decoding time based
on measurement, where the table is indexed by (# tiles layer-2, #
tiles layer-3, # tiles layer-4). We do not consider the number of tiles
in the base layer as it always contains all tiles. Moreover, we also
do not consider the video bitrate because we observe that it does
not impact the decoding time significantly. This is because the bit
rate only affects the quantization level, while the video decoding
complexity mainly depends on the resolution of the input video.
The decoding time entries in the table are populated by averaging
the maximum decoding time of each instance for all measurement
sets. We use a simple table lookup for decoding time because the
variation in decoding time for decoding the same configuration is
not large (e.g., within 7% and 6% on average for Samsung S7 and
Huawei Mate9, respectively).

4.2.5 Improving Efficiency. The large search space poses a sig-
nificant challenge for real-time optimization. To support efficient
optimization, we identify the following important constraints that
can be used to prune the search space.
Constraints on the numbers of tiles: e ji ≥ e

j′
i for any layer

j < j ′. This is intuitive as the lower layer tiles should cover no
smaller area to tolerate prediction errors.
Constraints on the bitrates: r li ≥ r l

′

i for any tiles l ∈ FoV (cki ,ei )

and l ′ < FoV (cki ,ei ), where r
l
i denotes the bitrate of tile l for chunk

i . This means that tiles which outside the predicted FoV should
have no higher bitrate since they are less likely to be viewed.
Temporal constraints: When the throughput is stable over the
optimization window (i.e., no significant increasing or decreasing
trend), all future chunks have the same streaming strategy (i.e.,
(ri ,ei ) = (ri ′ ,ei ′ ), where i and i ′ are any of the futurew chunks.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN
5.1 System Architecture
Fig. 7 shows two major components of our system. (i) the Client
side estimates the predicted FoV and network throughput, runs the
optimization, and generates requests accordingly, and (ii) the Server
side handles the video encoding (i.e., including spatially partitioning
into tiles and temporally splitting into layers) and stream data
according to the client requests.

The Client side runs the optimization, which takes the headmove-
ment prediction of the user, prediction error, playback buffer and
network throughput as the input and outputs the data that needs
to be requested next. The objective is to maximize the user QoE
while taking into account the network throughput and decoding
time of incoming data.

The red arrows in Fig. 7 indicate the complete process from video
chunk request generation to chunk playback.
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Figure 7: System Architecture

5.2 Server Side
Fig. 7 shows different modules of our server. We use the standard
equirectangular projection to store raw 360◦ frames, which is used
by YouTube [20]. There are other ways to store raw 360◦ frames
like cubemap [7] proposed by Facebook. The cubemap projection
tries to reduce the size of raw 360◦ video without degrading video
quality. Rubiks focuses on how to transmit tiles in the projected
360◦ frames. Projection methods can not speed up video decoding
since it does not reduce the video resolution which determines
decoding speed.

Video Layer Extractor and Video Tile Extractor divide the video
data spatially and temporally as described in Sec. 4. We use 36 tiles
and 4 layers in our implementation. We use an open-source HEVC
encoder kvazaar [14] for encoding. We let kvazaar restrict motion
compensation within video tiles such that each tile can be decoded
independently. Encoded video data is stored in a video database.

When the video request handler receives a request, it queries the
video database to find the requested tiles. The video database sends
the requested tiles to the tile merger to generate a merged chunk
for each layer. We spatially merge the independently decodable
tiles from the same layer into a video chunk file. The client can
decode the portion of 360◦ view covered by the tiles contained in
the merged video chunk. Since the client needs the size of video
tiles to optimize video requests, the video request handler sends
tile size as the meta-data before sending the encoded video data.

5.3 Client Side
As shown in Fig. 7, the client first predicts head movement, and uses
this information along with the network throughput to perform
360◦ video rate adaptation. Then it requests the corresponding
video from the server, decodes each layer, merges all layers, and
finally plays the resulting video. Next we describe each module.
Tracking and predicting head position: We need head move-
ment prediction to determine which part of the video the user is
going to view in the next few seconds. When watching a 360◦ video,
the user head position can be tracked using gyroscope, which is
widely available on smartphones. Note that, the head position esti-
mated from gyroscope readings is considered as the ground-truth
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head position in our system. We can then use this head position to
get the center of FoV. X-axis can go from -180◦ to 180◦, Y-axis and
Z-axis can go from -90◦ to 90◦. Head movement exhibits strong
auto-correlation on small time scales [23]. So we use past head
motion to predict future head motion.

We collect head movement traces from 20 users for 10 videos,
each lasting around 30 seconds. We randomly select half of the
head movement traces as the training data and use the other half
for testing. Sampling interval of gyroscope measurements is set to
0.1 sec. We use least square to solve Y = AX , where X is the past
head movement and Y is the future movement. We learn A using
the training data X and Y . We apply the learned A and past head
movement X to predict the future movement Y . Moreover, we also
estimate the error of our head movement prediction using the least
square and use the error to determine additional tiles to request for
robustness. We train a separate model for each of the three axes. In
our evaluation, we use the past 1-second head movement to predict
the future 2-second movement. In our system, the time to predict
the head position and error is only 2ms.
Network throughput predictor: The client continuously mon-
itors the network throughput when downloading video data. It
records the network throughput in the previous 10-sec window,
and uses the harmonic-mean predictor [32] to predict the network
throughput in the next optimization window.
Video request optimizer : Given the predicted head position and
throughput, the optimization searches for the optimal decision.
The decision specifies the set of tiles to download from each layer
and their corresponding bitrates. We implement the optimization
routine using Android JNI since it is much faster than general Java.
The optimization window sizew is set to 3. Due to the small search
space, it can finish the optimization within 12ms on average.
Video downloader : It maintains HTTP connections with the
server to download video. The optimization results are used to
construct HTTP requests.
Video decoder : We exploit hardware-accelerated Android me-
dia codec to decode video data. Four parallel video decoders are
initialized before we start playing video. Note that four threads
are the maximum number of concurrent decoders we can run due
to limited hardware resource. Each video layer has one merged
video chunk file. So each decoder decodes all the requested tiles of
one layer. When decoding a video chunk file, the corresponding
video decoder will run decoding as a background thread, which is
implemented using Android AsyncTask. Decoding has to run in
the background to avoid blocking video playback in the UI thread.
Frame constructor : 360◦ frames are reconstructed based on down-
loaded tiles from each layer.
Video Player : 360◦ video frames constructed from the frame con-
structor are rendered through Android OPENGL ES, which uses
GPU to render video frames. The headmonitor tells the video player
which portion of the 360◦ should be displayed.

6 EVALUATION
We implement Rubiks as an Android app and run our experiments
on Samsung Galaxy S7 and Huawei Mate9. We show that Rubiks
can not only support 8K videos on smartphones, which is infeasible
for the existing tile based streaming approaches, but also enhances
user experience and saves bandwidth for both 4K and 8K videos.

6.1 Evaluation Methodology
In this section, we first introduce the experiment setup. Then, we
explain the experiment configuration.

6.1.1 Experiment Setup. We run our video server on a laptop
equipped with a wireless NIC Intel AC-8260. The client runs on
Samsung Galaxy S7 and Huawei Mate 9. We configure the laptop
as an access point such that the smartphone can have wireless
connections to the video server through WiFi. The smartphone
remains close (e.g. <1m) to the laptop such that it always has stable
wireless connections to the laptop. We use tc [15] to control the
throughput between the smartphone and laptop. For trace-driven
experiments, video player renders the video according to the user
FoV in the head movement traces. For user study, both head move-
ment prediction and FoV rendering are based on actual gyroscope
readings. We quantify the performance of Rubiks using the user
QoE as we vary the videos, head movement traces and network
throughput traces. We also examine individual terms in the QoE
metric, including video quality, video quality changes, rebuffering
and bandwidth savings.

6.1.2 Experiment Settings.

Video traces : We test the performance of our system for both 4K
and 8K videos. We download 16 videos from YouTube: eight 4K
videos and eight 8K videos. The resolution of 4K video is 3840×1920,
while the 8K resolution is 7680 × 3840. Each video is divided into
30 video chunks, where each chuck has 32 frames. For 4K videos, 4
of them have fast motion (e.g., videos of football games [1], roller
coaster [2], etc.), while the other 4 have slow motion (e.g., videos
of underwater scene [4], sailing [3], etc.). 8K videos have similar
motion characteristics.

A video chunk is further divided into 4 layers. Each layer divides
a 360◦ frame into 6×6 uniform tiles. For 4K videos, the resolution of
a video tile is 640 × 320. A video tile from 8K videos has resolution
1280 × 640. We use Quantization Parameter(QP) to specify the
encoding bitrate of videos. The QP value has options: 22, 27, 32, 37
and 42, recommended from the recent work [26].

Throughput traces : We select 10 throughput traces from the
dataset HSDPA [12] with varying throughput patterns. To ensure
sufficient throughput to support 4K and 8K videos, we scale up
the traces according to the bitrate of test videos. For 4K videos, we
scale the traces to have average throughput in the range 0.15MBps-
2.1MBps. For 8K, we scale to the range 3MBps-27MBps.

Head movement traces : We collect real head movement traces
when users watch our test 360◦ videos via a headset Samsung
Gear VR. For each video, we collect 20 head movement traces. We
randomly select half of the traces to learn the weights of the linear
predictor. The trained linear predictor is used by the head predictor
module to estimate head movement of users when watching a
360◦ video. We use the other half of traces as practical user head
movement behaviors to evaluate the performance of Rubiks.

Video quality metric : In our experiment results, we show actual
video quality via SSIM [45] since it has high correlation with actual
user QoE. It is defined as structural difference between the streamed
and actual FoV. A higher SSIM indicates higher user QoE.
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QoE weights : We set the weights in QoE definition as follows,
α = 1, β = 0.5 and γ = 1, which is a commonly used setting in the
existing works [36, 43, 47].

6.2 Micro Benchmarks
In this section, we quantify the head movement prediction error
and decoding time modeling error.

6.2.1 Head Movement Prediction Error. We want to understand
how head movement prediction error changes when we vary (i) the
future window in which to predict head movement, which is called
as prediction window, (ii) the algorithm used for prediction, and
(iii) the amount of historical information used for prediction. We
compare two algorithms: Neural Networks and Linear Regression.
In our analysis, we use 100 head movement traces, collected from 10
users by showing them 10 videos.We train themodel using 30% data
and test on 70% data. Only X and Y axis movement is considered
because most of the head movement is along these dimensions.

Figure 8(a) shows how the prediction error changes along the X
and Y axes when we vary the prediction window size. As expected,
the prediction error increases with the prediction window size.
For a 2-sec prediction window that we use, the average prediction
errors along the X and Y axes are 25◦ and 8◦, respectively, and
the 99th percentile errors are 60◦ and 20◦, respectively. Traditional
tile based streaming suffers from poor viewer quality experience
when the prediction error is very large, because the user sees either
black screen or waits for fetching of absent data, which incurs
rebuffering. In our traces, the maximum error along X-axis is 170◦
and along Y-axis is 69◦. However, using Rubiks, user can still see
the content outside the predicted FoV, so it is more robust to large
head movement prediction errors.
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Figure 8: Head Movement Prediction Analysis

We compare the linear regression with a non-linear modeling
tool: Neural Networks. We train a neural network with 3 hidden
layers and each layer contains 30 neurons. As shown in Figure 8(b),
there is no performance difference between Neural Networks and
Linear Regression. So we opt for linear regression for its simplicity.
We also vary the historical window size while fixing the prediction
window to 1 sec. We observe that past 0.5 seconds are enough to
predict the future head movement because head movements in
distant past are not highly correlated with future movement. The
distant head position variables are given low weights so we use
past 1 sec historical information.

6.2.2 Decoding Time Modeling. We evaluate how decoding time
is affected when we use different tile configurations. This helps
estimate the maximum number of tiles that can be decoded in time.
Moreover, we also quantify the accuracy of our model. We measure
the decoding time of eight 8K videos. It is not necessary to model
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decoding time for 4K videos, since all of our testing algorithms can
decode them in real time. For tile configurations, we decode all tiles
for the base layer. The number of tiles for each enhancement layer
can take any value from the list {9, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30}. The test videos
have 5 different bitrates. For a specific bitrate and tile configuration,
we run the decoding time experiments 3 tiles. We avoid measuring
the decoding time of tile configurations whose lower layers have
fewer tiles than higher layers since that is not practical.

Table 1 shows a few example entries in the decoding time lookup
table trained on Samsung S7 and Huawei Mate9. Note that, the tile
configuration tuple indicates the number of tiles from layer 2, 3 and
4, respectively. The number of tiles from layer 1 is fixed at 36. There
are 56 entries in the lookup table. We populate the lookup table by
averaging the decoding time across videos with the same bitrate
and tile configuration. We observe that the maximum number of
tiles which can be decoded in real time is (25, 20, 20). To evaluate
the impacts of new hardware on decoding time, we also include
the decoding time of Samsung S8 which is equipped more recent
hardware. We find that S8 has very similar decoding time as Mate9.
In Sec. 6.4, we will discuss that Rubiks has significant improvement
in video quality and bandwidth savings, compared with existing
state-of-the-art algorithms, in addition to speeding up decoding.

Tile Conf. 16,12,9 20,12,9 25,16,9 25,16,12 25,20,20
S7 0.71s 0.79s 0.91s 0.95s 1.05s

Mate9 0.68s 0.75s 0.87s 0.90s 1.03s
S8 0.66s 0.74s 0.85s 0.89s 1.02s

Table 1: Decoding Time Lookup Table

Fig. 9 shows the CDF of decoding time modeling error for the
configuration (25, 16, 12) in following cases: (1) applying the model
to the same video at the same bitrate, (2) applying the model to
the same video with a different bitrate, (3) applying the model to
a different video at the same bitrate, (4) applying the model to a
different video at a different bitrate. We build the lookup table from
one video to test the modeling accuracy across different videos. We
can see that 90th percentile error for all cases is less than 0.1sec.
To handle this modeling error, we inflate the decoding time by
0.1 sec when the optimization routine estimates rebuffering time
based on decoding time for a given strategy. Since cross-video and
cross-bitrate cases do not increase modeling error, we can populate
the lookup table with similar modeling error as shown in Fig. 9 by
measuring decoding time for a single bitrate and one 30-sec video.
Thus, it is easy to generate a lookup table for a new phone within
half an hour. We can generate decoding tables for different phones
and store them in app database. A user downloads all these tables
alongside the app, the app can then choose appropriate table based
on the user’s smartphone model.
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Figure 10: Performance of 4K videos(8 videos, 10 throughput traces, 80 head movement traces)
6.3 System Results
In this section, we evaluate our system. We compare it against the
following three baseline schemes: (i) YouTube [48]: Streaming the
360◦ as a single-tile video. (ii) FoV-only [39]: The video is divided
into 6×6 uniform tiles.We only stream tiles in the predicted FoV. (iii)
FoV+ [23]: We enlarge the predicted FoV to include the surrounding
parts according to the prediction error and stream the content in
the enlarged FoV.

6.3.1 Rubiks for 4K videos.

UserQoE: Fig. 10(a) shows on average Rubiks out-performs YouTube,
FoV-only and FoV+ by 14%, 69%, and 26%, respectively. All schemes
can decode 4K videos in real-time. Rubiks improves QoE over
YouTube because it reduces the amount of data to send and leads
to less rebuffering. Rubiks improves over FoV-only and FoV+ due to
its robustness to head movement prediction errors.

We test the performance of Rubiks on both Samsung S7 and
Huawei Mate 9. Because both phones can support real-time decod-
ing for 4K videos, the difference between QoE achieved by two
phones is within 1%, as shown in Fig. 10(a).
Rebuffering: Rubiks incurs less rebuffering time since it sends
much less data than YouTube. Fig. 10(d) shows that the average
rebuffering time of Rubiks and YouTube is 1.2 sec and 4.1 sec, re-
spectively. The reduction in rebuffering time accounts for most of
the QoE improvement in Rubiks.
Video Quality: Fig. 10(b) shows that the average video quality of
Rubiks, YouTube, FoV-only, and FoV+ are 0.97, 0.98, 0.7 and 0.84,
respectively. FoV-only is very vulnerable to prediction error because
only predicted FoV content is streamed. Even though FoV+ includes
extra data to improve robustness against prediction error, it is still
insufficient under large prediction error. In comparison, Rubiks does
not incur noticeable video quality degradation: its difference from
YouTube is only 0.01. This is because it streams the entire video
frames albeit at a lower quality for tiles outside predicted FoV.
VideoQualityChanges: Fig. 10(c) shows the video quality changes
is 0.15 and 0.28 for FoV-only and FoV+. The average quality changes
is around 0.01 for both Rubiks and YouTube. FoV-only and FoV+
have higher video quality changes whenever the prediction error
becomes large (e.g., the user looks at video portions that lie outside
the streamed content which leads to a large drop in viewing quality).
Sending tiles not included in predicted FoV at lower quality allows
Rubiks to avoid such a large drop in video quality.
Bandwidth Savings: Fig. 10(e) shows that for 4K videos Rubiks
saves 35% bandwidth compared with YouTube. Among them, 19%
bandwidth saving comes from Rubiks not sending all layers for
all tiles, 11% saving comes from Rubiks sending tiles outside the
predicted FoV at a lower rate, and 5% bandwidth saving comes from
our removal of I-frame in the other layers introduced in Section 4.1.

FoV-only and FoV+ save 56% and 41% bandwidth compared with
YouTube, respectively. The bandwidth saving of Rubiks is significant,
but lower than FoV and FoV+ since it streams entire video frames to
improve robustness to movement prediction error. We believe this
is a reasonable trade-off.
Low Throughput: Fig. 11 shows the benefits of Rubiks when
throughput is lower than the lowest video bitrate. All approaches
tend to select the lowest bitrate. YouTube has to send entire 360◦
frames, which results in larger rebuffering. The average QoE is
0.39, −0.52, 0.31 and 0.29 for Rubiks, YouTube, FoV-only and FoV+,
respectively. Compared with YouTube, Rubiks improves QoE by 0.9
due to significant reduction in rebuffering time. Even if YouTube
can support real-time decoding for 4K videos, reducing the amount
of data sent provides significant benefits for Rubiks when network
throughput is low. The average bandwidth savings of Rubiks, FoV,
and FoV+ are 39%, 61% and 48%, respectively.
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Figure 11: Performance of Rubiks under low throughput.

High-Motion Videos: Fig. 12 shows the benefits of Rubiks for high
motion videos, which are encoded with larger size. When the user
views high-motion tiles, there will be less chance to save bandwidth.
The average bandwidth savings of Rubiks is 24%. Rubiks improves
QoE by 16% on average over YouTube.
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Figure 12: Performance of Rubiks for high motion videos.

6.3.2 Rubiks for 8K Videos.
Next, we evaluate Rubiks for 8K videos. YouTube can not decode

8K video chunks timely. For Rubiks and FoV+, we use an upper
bound, derived from our decoding time model, to limit the number
of tiles sent to the client such that video chunks can be decoded
before the playback deadline.
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Figure 13: Performance of 8K videos(8 videos, 10 throughput
traces, 80 head movement traces)

QoE : Fig. 13(a) shows that Rubiks always achieves the best user
QoE. Rubiks out-performs YouTube, FoV-only and FoV+ by 36%, 40%
and 20% in QoE, respectively. Compared with 4K videos, Rubiks
achieves less QoE improvement over FoV-only for 8K videos due to
different video content and user head movement. Because YouTube
can not decode 8K video data in time, Rubiks achieves more QoE
improvement over YouTube for 8K videos than that for 4K videos.

The QoE of Rubiks on Huawei Mate9 is 2% higher than that
on Samsung S7. From the decoding time model, we can see that
Mate9 has slightly faster decoding speed than S7. Thus, Mate9 can
decode more tiles to provide higher robustness to head movement
prediction error, which results in slightly higher QoE for Mate9.
Rebuffering: Fig. 13(c) shows the rebuffering time. Overall average
rebuffering time of YouTube is 8.0 sec. Slow video decoding in
the YouTube approach results in 7.1 sec average rebuffering time.
The rest comes from throughput fluctuation during downloading.
This leads to large QoE degradation. Rubiks, FoV and FoV+ incur
average rebuffering time in range 0.2-0.3 sec, which is very small
when compared to YouTube. About 0.01 sec of average rebuffering
time for Rubiks comes from inaccurate decoding time modeling.
Compared with 4K videos, speeding up video decoding helps Rubiks
achieve a larger reduction in rebuffering, which translates to a
higher QoE improvement over YouTube.
Quality and Quality Changes: We observe similar video quality
and video quality changes patterns as 4K videos. The average video
quality is 0.96, 0.98, 0.79 and 0.87 for Rubiks, YouTube, FoV-only and
FoV+, respectively. Compared with 4K videos, FoV-only achieves
higher video quality due to slightly better head movement pre-
diction. Nevertheless, Rubiks still significantly out-performs both
FoV-only and FoV+. Moreover, FoV-only and FoV+ experience 0.21
and 0.13 quality changes, which is larger than the other approaches
due to movement prediction error, whereas, for Rubiks, it is 0.02.
Bandwidth Savings: Fig. 13(d) shows that Rubiks, FoV-only and
FoV+ save 49%, 66%, and 54% bandwidth, respectively, compared
with YouTube. The encoded file size difference between two con-
secutive bitrates for 8K videos is larger than that in 4K videos. This
means when we switch between bitrates in 8K videos, there is a

larger difference in the amount of data when compared to 4K. So
Rubiks yields larger bandwidth savings for 8K videos.
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Figure 14: User Rating.

6.3.3 User Study. To evaluate whether our QoE metric can cap-
ture actual user experience, we conduct extensive user study. In
our experiments, we let users view videos when running different
algorithms and ask them to rate the quality with scores in range 1-5,
where 1 corresponds to worst quality and 5 for best. We compare
algorithms YouTube, FoV+ and Rubiks but omit FoV-only due to its
low QoE. We randomly shuffle the order of algorithms shown to
the user for each experiment. We select two 4K videos and two 8K
videos, one with fast motion and one with slow. For each video and
algorithm, we run each experiment 3 times. 30 students participate
in our user study, including 12 females and 18 males. Their ages
range from 20 to 35. User watches the video in a standing position
while wearing a mobile VR headset. Video data is transmitted to a
smartphone through WiFi. We select one throughput trace whose
average value is close to the median video bitrate.

Fig. 14 shows the average user rating for each video category.
For 4K videos, the average rating is 4.6 and 4.5 for Rubiks and
YouTube, respectively. Both algorithms achieve an average video
SSIM of 0.98. Rubiks has no rebuffering, but YouTube has 0.2 sec
rebuffering on average, which results in slightly lower rating. For
8K videos, Rubiks gets an average rating of 4.5, while YouTube gets
1.8, much lower than Rubiks, due to large rebuffering resulting from
slow decoding. The average rebuffering for Rubiks and YouTube
is 0.1 sec and 7.3 sec, respectively. The average rating of FoV+ is
3.0 due to blank areas resulting from head movement prediction
error. The average video SSIM for FoV+ is 0.80, while that for other
algorithms is 0.97. These results demonstrate that Rubiks achieves
similar video quality for all video categories and significant QoE
improvement for 8K videos compared with YouTube. Moreover,
Rubiks has obvious QoE improvement from FoV+ due to robustness
to head movement prediction error.

6.3.4 Energy Consumption. We use the Google battery historian
tool [21] to monitor the energy consumption of our system. We
stream multiple 4K and 8K videos using various algorithms and
record the energy consumption in each experiment, where each
video lasts for 5 minutes. Table 2 shows the average total energy
consumption across videos for each algorithm. Both FoV-only and
FoV+ consume up to 33% less energy than YouTube and Rubiks since
they decode fewer tiles at the expense of much worse video quality.
On average, Rubiks consumes 9% and 19% less energy than YouTube
for 4K and 8K videos, respectively. This is because Rubiks does not
decode all video tiles and takes shorter time to finish decoding than
YouTube. When the decoder finishes decoding one chunk, it will
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go to the idle state before the next chunk is ready to decode. As we
would expect, all algorithms consume more energy in decoding the
8K video than the 4K video.

YouTube Rubiks FoV-only FoV+

4K(S7) 43.4mAh 39.8mAh 30.3mAh 34.5mAh
4K(Mate9) 41.9mAh 37.6mAh 29.2mAh 32.1mAh
8K(S7) 93.7mAh 76.2mAh 62.4mAh 68.6mAh

8K(Mate9) 91.8mAh 75.5mAh 61.7mAh 65.2mAh
Table 2: Energy Consumption.

6.4 Summary and Discussion of Results
Our main findings can be summarized as follow:
• Rubiks achieves significant QoE improvement due to reduc-
tion in rebuffering time and enhanced robustness against
head movement prediction error.
• Rubiks saves substantial bandwidth by sending video tiles
with a lower viewing probability at a lower quality.
• Users give higher ratings to Rubiks due to smaller rebuffering
or higher video quality.

Though we evaluate Rubiks’s performance over a few smart-
phones, techniques employed in Rubiks can improve the perfor-
mance of streaming 360◦ videos on any smartphone hardware
platform. In addition to speeding up the decoding process, it gives
the following benefits:
• Rubiks is more robust to head movement prediction errors
even if decoding is fast. Compared with the existing state-
of-art tile based streaming approaches FoV-only and FoV+,
Rubiks improves video quality by 38% and 15% for 4K videos.
The improvement is 22% and 10% for 8K videos. Note that,
both FoV-only and FoV+ can decode all 4K and 8K videos
in real time. Thus, even if decoding is fast, the current tile
based streaming approaches are not robust enough to head
movement prediction errors.
• Rubiks needs much less bandwidth to achieve high video
quality. Compared with YouTube, Rubiks saves 35% band-
width for 4K videos, while achieving similar average video
quality (0.97 in Rubiks and 0.98 in YouTube).

7 RELATEDWORK
Video Streaming: There has been lots of recent works on video
streaming under limited and fluctuating network throughput [22,
30, 32, 33, 36, 37, 47]. These works try to maximize the user QoE,
which can be defined using multiple metrics: video bitrate, bitrate
changes between successive chunks and rebuffering. Yin et al. [47]
propose an MPC-based optimization framework for video stream-
ing. It casts the problem as an utility optimization, where the utility
is defined as the weighted sum of the above metrics for the fu-
ture K video chunks. FESTIVE [32] balances both stability and
efficiency, and provides fairness among video players by perform-
ing randomized chunk scheduling and bitrate selection of future
chunks. Pensieve [36] trains a neural network that selects the bi-
trate of future chunks based on the performance data collected from
video players. However, none of these works consider 360◦ video
content streaming.
360◦ video Streaming: Recently, there have been some works tar-
geting 360◦ video content streaming. In 360◦ videos, a user looks

at only some portion of the video at any given time so there is an
opportunity to save bandwidth without sacrificing quality. Qian
et al. [39] propose a scheme that divides an entire 360◦ frame into
several smaller rectangular tiles and only streams the tiles that
overlap with predicted FoV. This approach can lead to rebuffering
or blank screen in case of inaccurate head movement prediction.
Hosseini et al. [29] propose an approach where the video is divided
into multiple tiles and the tiles that are more likely to be viewed are
streamed earlier. Bao et al. [23] propose an optimization framework
that takes into account the head movement prediction error and
requests some additional tiles to account for the prediction error.
However, none of these approaches were implemented on smart-
phones. So it is not clear about the feasibility and performance of
these existing approaches on smartphones. POI360 [46] proposes
adapting compression ratio of video tiles according to network
throughput, but it still suffers from slow decoding since the en-
coded rate of tiles does not affect decoding time. Moreover, POI360
is not implemented using video codecs available on commercial
smartphones. Recently, Liu et al. [34] propose using SVC for 360◦
videos. However, SVC is currently not supported on smartphones,
so they do not have a real implementation.

Video Encoding Schemes: There have been many works (e.g., [25,
28, 31, 35, 41, 44]) on video encoding where some parts of the video
are encoded at a higher bitrate, commonly referred to as Region of
Interest (ROI) while other parts are encoded at a lower bitrate. This
is only done for regular videos to account for the fact that some
regions of the video contain more critical or useful information
and should be encoded at a higher bitrate. This encoding is not
suitable for 360◦ since the user can change FoV. So this does not
scale because one has to handle large number of possible ROIs. Some
works [27, 38, 40] try to use SVC to encode ROI with high quality.
These works focus on optimizing user experience by exploiting SVC
to reduce transmission delay, increase region of interest quality and
avoid rebuffering.

Our work is inspired by these works, but differs from them in
that our work targets specifically 360◦ and incorporates tile-based
codingwith layered coding to achieve efficient decoding, bandwidth
saving, and robustness against prediction error.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we develop a novel tile-based layered streaming frame-
work to tackle practical limitations of streaming 360◦ videos to
smartphones. Rubiks divides 360◦ video chunks into spatial tiles
and temporal layers. The layered design (i) enables real-time 360◦
video decoding by managing the number of layers sent for different
tiles, (ii) accommodates head movement prediction error by stream-
ing entire 360◦ frames and sending different portions at different
quality, (iii) saves bandwidth by streaming the portion in the FoV
at a higher quality while streaming the other parts at lower quality,
and (iv) optimizes video quality by searching for an appropriate
bitrate and the number of tiles given the predicted user’s head
movement and network condition. Through trace-driven system
experiments and user study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
Rubiks. Moving forward, we plan to improve head movement pre-
diction and also develop live 360◦ streaming service, which is more
sensitive to transmission delay.
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